In recent years, deep learning has been successfully applied to diverse multimedia research areas, with the aim of learning powerful and informative representations for a variety of visual recognition tasks. In this work, we propose convolutional fusion networks (CFN) to integrate multi-level deep features and fuse a richer visual representation. Despite recent advances in deep fusion networks, they still have limitations due to expensive parameters and weak fusion modules. Instead, CFN uses 1 × 1 convolutional layers and global average pooling to generate side branches with few parameters, and employs a locallyconnected fusion module, which can learn adaptive weights for different side branches and form a better fused feature. Specifically, we introduce three key components of the proposed CFN, and discuss its differences from other deep models. Moreover, we propose fully convolutional fusion networks (FCFN) that are an extension of CFN for pixel-level classification applied to several tasks, such as semantic segmentation and edge detection. Our experiments demonstrate that CFN (and FCFN) can achieve promising performance by consistent improvements for both image-level and pixel-level classification tasks, compared to a plain CNN. We release our codes on https://github.com/yuLiu24/CFN. Also, we make a live demo (goliath.liacs.nl) using a CFN model trained on the ImageNet dataset.
Introduction
In the past few years, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been successfully applied in the multimedia community, with the aim of learning powerful visual representations for a variety of multimedia research areas, for example image recognition [21, 31, 53, 58] , object detection [15, 16, 20, 48] , image retrieval [6, 40, 46] , face recognition [50, 56] . Additionally, more extensive efforts have been made to adapt CNN models to address the pixel-level classification problems, such as semantic segmentation [8, 42, 67] , edge detection [38, 52, 62] , and saliency detection [23, 32] . Up to date, CNNs based approaches are leading state-of-the-art performance on many frequently benchmarked datasets such as PASCAL VOC [14] , ImageNet [49] , MSCOCO [37] , and Place [68] .
An area of significant progress on CNN architectures has been increasing their depth to learn more powerful visual representations. In particular, the depth has increased from several layers (e.g., LeNet [10] and Alexnet [31] ) to several tens of layers (e.g., VGGnet [53] and GoogLeNet [58] ). Nevertheless, training a very deep network is extremely difficult because of vanishing gradients and degradation. To overcome this challenge, recent work in both Highway networks [55] and ResNet [21] proposes to add shortcut connections between neighboring convolutional layers, which are able to alleviate the vanishing gradient issue and ease the training stage. As a result, they promote the study on constructing much deeper neural networks (e.g. hundreds of layers) and exploring their potential bottleneck that may limit the learning capabilities. Extended variants [22, 57, 66] based on ResNet provide more insights towards delving into the residual learning mechanism. Moreover, other attempts have applied the residual learning mechanism to other vision tasks related to image classification [11, 29, 61] . Nevertheless, it is nontractable to optimize very deep neural networks due to their large amount of parameters and the amount of physical memory they require.
An alternative is to have greater integration in the existing intermediate layers in a deep neural network, rather than deepening the network with new layers. Commonly, the topmost activations in deep networks (i.e. fully-connected layers) often serve as discriminative visual representations to describe the image content. However, it is important to note that intermediate activations (i.e. convolutional layers) can also provide informative and complementary clues about images, including low-level textures, boundaries, and local parts. Therefore, researchers [1, 39, 64] have given greater attention to intermediate layers, and evaluated their contributions regarding image recognition performance. In addition, a large number of approaches [3, 39, 60, 65] have leveraged sophisticated encoding schemes (e.g., BoW, VLAD and Fisher Vector) to further encode intermediate feature activations. These approaches extract deep features from off-the-shelf CNNs without training new networks.
Driven by the significant results of the aforementioned methods, extensive research efforts [51, 63] have turned to explicitly training deep fusion networks where multi-level intermediate layers are fused together by adding new side branches. As a result, the deep fused representation allows us to integrate the strengths of individual layers and generate superior prediction. Although these deep fusion networks have achieved promising performance, they still require a large number of additional parameters required for generating the side branches. In addition, their fusion modules (e.g. sum-pooling) do not consider the importance of different side branches.
In this work, we propose convolutional fusion networks (CFN), which is a new fusion architecture to integrate intermediate layers with adaptive weights. To be specific, CFN mainly consists of three key components: (1) Efficient side outputs: we use efficient 1 × 1 convolution and global average pooling [36] to generate side branches from intermediate layers and as a result it has a small number of additional parameters. (2) Early fusion and late prediction: it can not only provide a richer representation, but also reduce the number of parameters, compared to the "early prediction and late fusion" strategy [63] . (3) Locallyconnected fusion: we propose to adapt a locally-connected layer to act as a fusion module. It allows us to learn adaptive weights (a.k.a. importance) for different side outputs and generate a better fused representation. Figure 1 visually compares the feature activations learned in CNN and CFN, respectively. It can be seen that aggregating multi-level intermediate layers is essential to integrate their individual information.
Overall, our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows:
-We propose a new fusion architecture (CFN) which can provide promising insights towards how to efficiently exploit and fuse multi-level features in deep neural networks.
In particular, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to use a locallyconnected layer as a fusion module. -We introduce CFN models to address the image-level classification task. The results on the CIFAR and ImageNet datasets demonstrate that CFN can achieve promising improvements over the plain CNN. In addition, we transfer the trained CFN model to three new tasks, including scene recognition, fine-grained recognition and image retrieval. The results with the transferred CFN model have consistent performance improvements on these tasks. -We further develop fully convolutional fusion networks (FCFN), which are able to perform pixel-level classification tasks such as semantic segmentation and edge detection.
(a) (b) Fig. 1 Illustration of the features activations learned in (a) CNN and (b) CFN. The CIFAR-10 images are used here. Compared with CNN, CFN can learn complementary clues in the side branches to the full depth main branch. Specifically, the side branch 1 mainly learns the boundaries or shapes around objects, and the side branch 2 focuses on some semantic "parts" that fire strong near the objects As a result, FCFN, as a fully convolutional extension, reveals the strong generalization capabilities of CFN for a variety of visual recognition tasks.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in [41] . This paper extends the earlier work [41] as follows. (1) We review more related work involved in taking advantage of intermediate layers in deep neural networks (Section 2). (2) We offer more details about constructing CFN and provide deeper analysis about its relationships with other deep models (Section 3.4). (3) An extended model-FCFN, is proposed to address pixel-level classification tasks (Section 4). Specifically, We build the FCFN models based on the representative fully convolutional networks (FCN) used for semantic segmentation and edge detection. (4) We conduct more comprehensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of CFN (Section 5). In addition, we give two promising directions towards improving CFN in future work.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes recent works in terms of using intermediate features in deep neural networks. Section 3 introduces the details of constructing the proposed CFN for image-level classification problem. In addition, we compare and highlight the differences of CFN from other deep models. The FCFN model for pixel-level classification is described in Section 4. Section 5 presents experimental results that demonstrate the performance of CFN and FCFN on various visual recognition tasks. Also, we point out two promising directions in the future. Finally, Section 6 concludes this work.
Related work
In this section, we summarize related work that focuses on the use of intermediate convolutional layers in the following three aspects, and highlight our differences from them.
Employment of intermediate layers In recent decades, turning the focus of research to
CNNs has been a leading and promising trend in the multimedia community. CNNs can explore high-level visual concepts in images by employing the top activations (i.e. fullyconnected layers). However, intermediate convolutional layers can also provide informative and complementary image features. The approaches [3, 9, 39, 43, 60, 64, 65] are able to achieve competitive performance with the fully-connected layers, by taking advantage of intermediate layers. To obtain richer image representations, it is beneficial to extract dense CNN features from local patches or region proposals in one image. The local CNN features are used to construct a visual codebook, based on which an encoder scheme(e.g., BoW, VLAD and Fisher Vector) aggregates them and produces a more powerful deep representation. For example, Mohedano et al. [43] used the BoW model to encode the local convolutional activations, and Ng et al. [65] integrated the intermediate layers with the VLAD scheme. Similarly, Cimpoi et al. [9] and Wei et al. [60] 
Convolutional fusion networks
In this section, we introduce the details of building CFN and its training procedure. In addition, we compare its differences from other deep models.
Overview
First, we show a general architecture of a plain CNN model. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , it mainly comprises of successive convolutional layers and pooling layers. In particular, a 1 × 1 convolutional layer and global average pooling is used in the last due to their efficiency, similar to [21, 36, 58] . Based on this plain CNN, we can develop the proposed CFN by adding new side branches from intermediate layers and aggregating them in a locally-connected fusion module. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of the proposed CFN.
Architecture
Overall, CFN mainly consists of following three key components. Fig. 3 The general pipeline of the proposed CFN. First, the side branches start from the pooling layers and consist of a 1 × 1 convolution layer and global average pooling. Then, all side outputs are stacked together. A locally-connected layer is used to learn adaptive weights for the side outputs (drawn in different color). Finally, the fused feature is fed to the following fully-connected layer that is able to make a better prediction.
(best viewed in zoom in) Efficient side outputs Prior work often added new fully-connected (FC) layers in the side branch [63] , but this way may severely increase the number of parameters. Instead, CFN is able to efficiently create the side branches from the intermediate layers by adding few parameters. First, the side branches are grown from the pooling layers (see Fig. 3 ). These side branches use a 1 × 1 convolution like the main branch. All 1 × 1 convolutional layers must have the same number of channels so that they can be integrated together. Then, global average pooling (GAP) is performed over the 1 × 1 convolutional maps so as to obtain one-dimensional feature vector, called GAP feature. As a result, the side branches have the similar top layers (1 × 1 conv and GAP) as the full-depth main branch. One difference is that the 1 × 1 conv in the main branch follows a convolutional layer but not a pooling layer. For concise formulation, we consider the full-depth main branch as another side branch.
Assume that there are S side branches in total and the last side branch (i.e. S-th) indicates the main branch. We notate h (s) i,j as the input of 1 × 1 convolution in the s-th side branch, where s = 1, 2, . . . , S and (i, j ) is the spatial location over feature maps. As 1 × 1 convolution has K channels, its output associated with the k-th kernel is denoted as f 
Where g (s) k is the k-th element in the s-th GAP feature vector. Thus, we can notate
K ], a 1 × K dimensional vector, as the whole GAP feature from the s-th side branch. Recall that g (S) represents the GAP feature from the full-depth main branch.
Early fusion and late prediction Considering how to incorporate the side branches, some work [42, 62, 63] used an "early prediction and late fusion" (EPLF) strategy. In Fig. 4a , EPLF computes a prediction from the GAP feature using a fully-connected layer and then fuses side predictions together to make the final prediction. In contrast to EPLF [63] , in which a couple of FC layers are added, we present an opposite strategy called "early fusion and late prediction" (EFLP). EFLP first fuses the GAP features from the side (a) (b) Fig. 4 Comparison between EPLF and EFLP. a The schematic pipeline of EPLF strategy; b The schematic pipeline of EFLP strategy branches and obtains a fused feature. Then, a fully-connected layer following the fused feature is used to estimate the final prediction. As seen in Fig. 4b , EFLP has fewer parameters due to using only one fully-connected layer. Assume that each fully-connected layer has C units that correspond to the number of object categories. The fusion module has W f use parameters. Quantitatively, we can compare the number of parameters between EFLP and EPLF using the following formula:
Hence, we make use of EFLP to fuse intermediate features earlier due to its efficiency. More importantly, the fused feature in EFLP is able to act as a richer image representation, compared with the widely-used fc6 and fc7 [31, 53] . In addition, the fused feature could be transferred to other vision domains due to its significant generalization capabilities. However, EPLF is less capable to generate such a rich image representation. We also observe that EFLP can achieve the same accuracy as EPLF, though EPLF contains more parameters.
Locally-connected fusion Another significant component in CFN is that it employs a locally-connected (LC) layer to fuse the side branches. Owing to its no-sharing filters over spatial dimensions, LC layer can learn different weights in each local field [18] . For example, DeepFace [56] used the LC filters to learn more discriminative face representations instead of spatially-sharing convolutional filters. Differently, our aim is to adapt a LC layer to learn adaptive weights (or importance) for different side branches, and generate a better fused feature. As we know, this is the first attempt to apply a locally-connected layer to a fusion module. Formally, its details are introduced as follows.
At first, we stack all GAP features together from g (1) to g (S) , and form a layer G with size of 1 × K × S, see Fig. 3 . For example, the s-th feature map of G is g (s) . Then, one LC layer which has K of no-sharing filters is convolved over G. Each filter has 1 × 1 × S kernel size. Since LC is able to learn adaptive weights for different elements in the GAP features which represent the importance of the side branches, it is able to produce a better fused feature. Finally, the fused feature convolved by LC also has 1 × K shape, denoted as g (f ) . The i-th element in g (f ) can be expressed by Fig. 5a , the sum-pooling fusion simply sums up the side outputs together without learning any weights, whereas this way treats each side branch equally and fails to consider their different importance. In Fig. 5b , the convolutional fusion can learn only one sharing filter over the whole spatial dimensions (as drawn with the same blue color). In contrast, LC enables the fusion module to learn independent weights over each local field (i.e. 1 ×1× S size) (drawn in different colors in Fig. 5c ). Although LC fusion consumes more parameters than the sum-pooling fusion (no weights) and the convolutional fusion (S + 1), these parameters are a negligible proportion of the total number of the network parameters (see Table 1 ).
Training
CFN has a similar training procedure as a standard CNN, including forward pass and backward propagation. Assume a training dataset which contains N images: {x (i) , y (i) }, where Table 1 Two plain CNN models built for classification on CIFAR-10/100
is the i-th input image and y (i) is its ground-truth class label. W indicates the set of all parameters learned in the CFN (including the LC fusion weights), Therefore, the objective function in the network is to minimize the total loss cost L
where f (x (i) ; W ) indicates the predicted class of x (i) . We use the softmax loss function to compute the cost L. To minimize the loss cost, the partial derivatives of the loss cost with respect to any weight are recursively computed by the chain rule during the backward propagation [10] . Since the main parts in the CFN model are the side branches, we will induce the detail computations of their partial derivatives. For notational simplicity, we independently consider each image in the following. First, we compute the gradient of the loss cost with respect to the outputs of the side branches. As an example of the s-th side branch, the gradient of L with respect to the side output g (s) can be formulated as below
Second, we formulate the gradient of L with respect to the inputs of the side branches. Let a (s) be the input of the s-th side branch. As depicted in Fig. 3 , a (s) corresponds to the pooling layer. However, the input of the main branch, denoted as a (S) , refers to the last convolutional layer (i.e. conv S). It is important to note that the gradient of a (s) depends on several side branches. To be more specific, the gradient of a (1) is influenced by S branches; the gradient of a (2) need to consider the gradient from the 2-th to S-th branch; but the gradient of a (S) is updated by only the main branch. Then, the gradient of L with respect to the side input a (s) can be computed via
where i indexes the related branch that contributes to the gradient of a (s) . It needs to sum up the gradients from several side branches. As is common practice, we employ a standard stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm with mini-batch [31] to train the entire CFN model.
Discussion
To get more insights about CFN, we compare it with other deep models.
Relationship with CNN As CFN is built upon a plain CNN, we therefore compare their differences as described below. Normally, a plain CNN only estimates a final prediction based on the topmost layer; as a result, the effects of intermediate layers towards the prediction are implicit and indirect. In contrast, CFN connects the intermediate layers using additional side branches, and fuses them to jointly make the final predictions. In this way, CFN allows us to take advantage of intermediate layers explicitly and directly. This advantage explains why CFN is able to achieve more accurate prediction than a plain CNN.
Relationship with DSN DSN [34] is the first model to add extra supervision to intermediate layers for earlier guidance. As a result, it can improve the directness and transparency of learning a deep neural network. Therefore, we can view DSN as a "loss fusion" model. Instead, CFN still uses one supervision towards the final prediction derived from the fused representation, however it is able to increase the effects of the loss cost on the intermediate layers without adding more supervision signals. In a word, we clarify that CFN is a "feature fusion" model. It is important to note that there is no technical conflict between CFN and DSN, so it is promising to combine these two models together in the future.
Relationship with ResNet
ResNet [21] addresses the vanishing gradient problem by adding densely "linear" shortcut connections. Due to being inspired by a distinct motivation, CFN has three main differences with ResNet: (1) The side branches in CFN are not shortcut connections. They start from pooling layers and merge into a fusion module together. (2) In contrast to adding a "linear" branch, we still use non-linear ReLU in side branches. (3) CFN employs a sophisticated fusion module to generate a richer feature, rather than using the simple summation as in ResNet. As mentioned in the ResNet work, when the network is not overly deep (e.g., 11 or 18 layers), ResNet may obtain few improvements over a plain CNN. However, CFN can obtain some considerable gains over CNN. Hence, CFN can serve as an alternative for improving the discriminative capabilities of not-very-deep models, instead of purely increasing the depth. In summary, ResNet tells us that "depth that matters", but CFN concludes that "fusion that matters".
Fully convolutional fusion networks
Deep neural networks allow us to narrow the gap between different vision tasks. More specifically, CNN models for image-level classification can be well-adapted to other pixellevel classification tasks which aim to generate a per-pixel prediction in images. As a common practice, it is essential to cast traditional convolutional neural networks to their corresponding fully convolutional networks (FCNs) by replacing the fully-connected layers with more convolutional layers. FCNs are able to infer any size of images without requiring specific input dimensionality. In this section, we introduce fully convolutional fusion networks (FCFN), which are used for two representative pixel-level classification tasks: semantic segmentation and edge detection. Based on the FCN models, FCFN models are built to learn better pixel representations from a fusion module.
Semantic segmentation
Semantic segmentation intends to predict a category label for spatial pixels in an image. The FCN-8s [42] model was the first attempt to apply CNNs to semantic segmentation, and yielded significant improvements in comparison with non-deep-learning approaches. First, FCN-8s is fine-tuned from the VGG-16 model [53] pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [49] . Then, it adds two side branches with the full-depth main branch; as a result, it allows to integrate both coarse-level and fine-level pixel predictions together that benefit to improve the semantic segmentation performance. Particularly, FCN-8s uses a simple sum-pooling to fuse the multi-level predictions. Inspired by FCN-8s, we extend the above CFN model and build the FCFN for generating fused pixel features. From FCN-8s to CFN-8s, we use two locally-connected layers in a two-stage fusion fashion, as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Recall that the LC fusion module is able to learn independent weights for each spatial pixel in an image. We need extend the formulations in Section 3.2 to be suitable for the LC fusion module in FCFN. In the first fusion module, two branches which have both K channels of feature maps are taken as input. Note that the top layers are unsampled 2 times to retain the same spatial dimensions as the bottom layers. We consider the adaptive weights of each channel separately and reshape each two-dimensional feature map to a onedimensional feature vector. For example, g (1) k,i indicates the feature activation of the i-th pixel of the k-th channel in the first branch, and g (2) k,i is the corresponding activation in the second branch, where i = 1, . . . , H × W and k = 1, . . . , K. Therefore, the fused pixel feature can be computed by
The parameters in this fusion module are H × W × 21 × 2. Moreover, the second fusion module integrates coarser feature maps with the output of the first fusion module. Let g (1) k,i be the activation in the coarser layer. For notational simplicity, the activation g (f ) k,i from the output of the first fusion module, is renamed to g (2) k,i . Likewise, the computation in the second LC fusion is expressed via
where g (f ) k,i represents the final fused feature by using the two-stage fusion approach. Considering the computation of the loss cost with respect to the ground-truth, we still employ the softmax loss function and accumulate the loss of all pixels together. For brevity, we give the loss computation for one image here. It is easy to extend to a mini-batch size of images.
where y i is the ground-truth pixel label. h(i = j) is the Kronecker delta response. The predicted pixel probability is normalized with the softmax function, where
. As introduced in Section 3.3, we still use the SGD with mini-batch to train the entire FCFN model.
Edge detection
The problem of edge detection is to extract semantically meaningful edges in images, Typically, edge detection acts as a low-level task, but has significant contributions to other high-level visual tasks, such as object detection and image segmentation. Driven by the increasing developments of deep learning, edge features have moved from carefullyengineered descriptors such as Canny [5] , gPb [2] and Structured Edges (SE) [13] ), to discriminative deep features [4, 52, 62] . In particular, HED [62] is the first work to use FCNs for end-to-end edge detection, and leads state-of-the-art performance on well-known benchmarks. HED integrates the strengths of high efficiency from end-to-end FCNs [42] and using additional deep supervision as in DSN [34] .
In this section, we develop a FCFN model for edge detection based on HED. Figure 7 shows the overview architecture of FCFN. In contrast to HED, which uses a convolutional fusion module, FCFN fuses five intermediate side branches with a locally-connected layer. To be specific, one side branch generates a feature map where the activations measure the probabilities of pixels being edges. Five feature maps from side branches stack together, and are reshaped from (H, W, 5) to (H × W, 5). Similarly, we can compute the fused prediction g (f ) i
Then, the loss cost based on the sigmoid cross-entropy function is expressed via
where the parameter β i regulates the importance of edge and non-edge pixels, as mentioned in [62] . It is important to note that we also impose the intermediate supervision on the side branches similar to [34, 62] , to discard the negative edges in the earlier intermediate layers.
The loss cost in the k-th side branch (i.e. k = 1, . . . , 5) is represented by the following formala accounts for the predicted probability of the i-th pixel being an edge point. Finally, the overall loss cost in FCFN integrates a fused loss term and five intermediate loss terms together:
This edge detection network is also fine-tuned from the VGG-16 model and updated with the SGD algorithm with mini-batch end-to-end.
Experiments
This experimental section evaluates the performance of the proposed CFN for image-level classification and FCFN for pixel-level classification. First, we trained the CFN models on the CIFAR-10/100 [30] and ImageNet 2012 [49] . Then, we transferred the trained CFN model to three new tasks, including scene recognition, fine-grained recognition and image retrieval. Moreover, we trained the specific FCFN models for semantic segmentation on the PASCAL dataset [14] , and edge detection on the BSDS dataset [2] , respectively. All experiments were conducted using the Caffe library [27] on a NVIDIA TITAN X card with 12 GB memory.
CIFAR dataset
Both CIFAR-10 [30] and CIFAR-100 [30] consist of 50,000 training images and 10,000 testing images. They define 10 and 100 object categories, respectively. We preprocessed their RGB images by global contrast normalization [17] , and randomly shuffle the training set.
Models
We employ two plain CNNs as baselines and build their CFN counterparts. Table 1 describes the two CNN models used for CIFAR-10/100, called CNN-A and CNN-B. (1) CNN-A is a shallow network similar to the Caffe-Quick model [27] . It has three 5 × 5 convolutions and a 1 × 1 convolution. The global average pooling is performed over the 1 × 1 convolutional maps. Finally, a fully-connected layer with 10 or 100 units is used to predict object categories; (2) CNN-B replaces the 5 × 5 convolution in CNN-A by two 3 × 3 convolutional layers. This is inspired by the advantageous observation in VGGnet [53] . In addition, CNN-B utilizes more feature channels than CNN-A. Note that, when training the CNN-B model on the CIFAR-100 dataset, the first and second convolutional layer also use 192 channels instead of 96 channels. Correspondingly, the CFN-A and CFN-B models are built upon CNN-A and CNN-B respectively, by constructing two additional side branches after the pooling layers, as depicted in Fig. 8a and b. We use the same hyper-parameters to train CNN and CFN, for example, a weight decay of 0.0001, a momentum of 0.9, and a mini-batch size of 100. The learning rate is initialized with 0.1 and is divided by 10 after 10×10 4 iterations. The whole training will be terminated after 12 × 10 4 iterations. As for CFN, the initialized weights in the LC fusion module are set to 0.333, as there are three side branches in total (including the full-depth main branch). Table 2 shows the results on CIFAR-10/100 test sets. We can analyze the results from the following three aspects: By comparing CFN with either CNN-Sum or CNN-Conv, it can be seen that the LC fusion outperforms the other two fusion ways by a considerable margin. Hence, learning adaptive weights is essential to generate a better fused feature. (3) Moreover, we compute the number of parameters in the models to estimate their efficiency. In the second column of the table, the additional parameters for extra side branches and the LC fusion are significantly fewer than the number of basic parameters in the models. Although the LC fusion consumes more parameters compared to the sum-pooling fusion and convolutional fusion, these parameters have minimal increase to the network complexity. Furthermore, we further compare the training time For both Model A and B, the proposed CFN can achieve better results shown in bold face Figure 9 shows the training loss and the test accuracy while training CFN and CNN. Along with the training iterations, both CFN-A and CFN-B models have less training loss and lower test error rates than the corresponding CNN models. In addition, Fig. 10a presents the adaptive weights learned in the LC fusion of CFN-B. Recall that LC learns 192 filters (each filter is 1 × 3 size) and each filter has 1 × 3 weights. We compute the average weight in each branch, and estimate its fluctuation. As we can see in the figure, the side branch 3 (a.k.a. the full-depth main branch) plays a core role, while the other two side branches are complementary to the main branch. After a large amount of training iterations, the adaptive weights tend to be stable. Moreover, in Fig. 1 , we visualize and compare the learned feature maps in CNN-B and CFN-B. We select ten images from the CIFAR-10 dataset. The feature maps in the 1 × 1 convolutional layer of three side branches are extracted. We rank the feature maps by averaging spatial activations and select the top-4 maps to visualize. One can see that CFN can learn improtantly complementary clues in the side branches, while retaining the necessary information in the main branch. Comparison with other approaches Table 3 reports recent results on CIFAR datasets.
Results
For fair comparison, we compare CFN-B with other not-very-deep models. Notably, "notvery-deep" is a relative concept. We use it to emphasis the differences between the models in Table 3 and other ResNet-like models. In Table 3 , our method (CFN) and the compared methods develop less than 10 layers' models to evaluate their effectiveness. These models certainly belong to deep neural networks, however, they are not very deep, compared to the ResNets that mostly have hundreds of layers on the datasets like CIFAR-10/100. Also, we show the depth of these models for clear comparison and analysis. In summary, CFN obtains comparative results and outperforms these compared methods. In this work, we aim to investigate the potential of integrating multiple intermediate layers, and the results in Table 3 verify the effectiveness of CFN. Also, building CFN on top of a much deeper model (e.g. ResNet [21] ) will be our main future work.
ImageNet 2012
The ImageNet 2012 dataset [49] consists of 1.2 million training images, 50,000 validation images and 100,000 test images. We developed a basic 11-layer plain CNN (called where the channels of convolutional layers range from 64 to 1024. This baseline model is inspired by prior widely-used deep models [21, 53, 58] . Based on this CNN, we built its CFN counterpart (called CFN-11) as illustrated in Fig. 11 . Note that we create three extra side branches from the intermediate pooling layers (excluding the first pooling layer). The training setup in our implementation follows the empirical practice in existing literature [21, 31, 53, 58] . To be more specific, the original image is resized to 256 × 256. In training phase, a 224 × 224 crop is randomly sampled from the resized image or its flip. The cropped input image is subtracted with per-pixel mean. We initialize the weights and Fig. 11 Overview of the CFN-11 architecture built on top of CNN-11. Three additional side branches are generated from the pooling layers, and fused together with the full-depth main branch (a.k.a the last side branch) [24] is added after one convolutional layer. The learning rate starts from 0.01 and decreases to 0.001 at 10 × 10 4 iterations, and to 0.0001 at 15 × 10 4 iterations. The whole training will be terminated after 20 × 10 4 iterations. Notably, LC weights in the fusion module are initialized with 0.25 due to four side branches in total. We use SGD to optimize the models with a mini-batch size of 64.
Results Table 4 compares the results on the validation set. The following will analyze these results from several aspects.
(1) CNN-11 is able to achieve competitive results as compared to AlexNet [31] , however, it consumes much fewer parameters (∼6.3 millions) than Alexnet (∼60 millions). This results from replacing the fully-connected layers with global average pooling. (2) CFN-11 obtains about 1% improvement over CNN-11, while adding few parameters (∼0.5 millions). It verifies its consistent improvements on the performance for a largescale dataset. Moreover, for fair comparison with other deep models, we implement the DSN-11 and ResNet-11 based on the plain CNN-11, which are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. It can be seen that, CFN-11 can still achieve better accuracy than DSN-11 and ResNet-11. Therefore, we can view CFN as an alternative to promote the discriminative capacity of such a not-overly deep CNN model, rather than increasing the depth as in ResNet. Notably, CFN-11 can improve CNN-11, but ResNet-11 cannot. But it does not conclude that CFN may be better than ResNet, as the networks are not very deep. Our primary purpose is to evaluate the superiority of CFN over CNN, and the results are consistent with our motivation. There are four residual connections in total. Due to inconsistent numbers of channels, 1x1 convolution layers are needed in the residual connections, but they are not followed by ReLU to make sure linear transformation are not as high as CNN-18 and ResNet-18 in [21] . We believe that our results can raise awareness of the potential of building deep multi-layer fusion networks. If needed, in the future we will develop 50 or 100 layers of networks to test the effectiveness of CFN, apart from 11 and 19 layers.
Similar to CIFAR-10, Fig. 10b illustrates the adaptive weights learned in the LC fusion of CFN-11. It is important to note that, the top branches (i.e. 3 and 4) have larger weights than the bottom branches (i.e. 1 and 2). Additionally, we extract the feature activations of the 1 × 1 convolutional layer in one side branch. Figure 14 show and compare the feature maps from different side branches.
Transferring deep fused features
To evaluate the generalization of CFN, we transferred the trained ImageNet model (i.e. CFN-11) to three new tasks: scene recognition, fine-grained recognition and image retrieval. Each task is evaluated on two widelly-used datasets: Scene- 15 [26] and UKB [45] . The configurations of these six datasets are summarized in Table 5 . Also, image examples are shown in Fig. 15 .
The AlexNet [31] acts as a baseline that uses the fc7 layer (4096-Dim) to provide an image representation. For CNN-11, we use the output of the global average pooling (1024-Dim) as image feature. Notably, CFN-11 allows us to utilize a fused feature (1024-Dim) that integrates multiple intermediate layers. For scene and fine-grained recognition, linear SVM [7] is trained to compute the classification accuracy. For image retrieval, we use KNN to compute the mAP on Holidays and the N-S score on UKB.
Results Table 6 reports the transfer learning results on six datasets. Although it is challenging to generalize a deep model to diverse visual tasks, we can still summarize these results to provide more insights about CFN.
(1) Overall, CFN-11 obtains consistent improvements for the three tasks on all datasets, compared with the baseline CNN-11. In addition, CFN-11 outperforms the Alexnet while using a much lower dimensional feature vector. These results reveal that learning fused deep representations is beneficial for not only image classification, but also a variety of visual tasks, even though the images in these tasks have large differences. (2) Notably, the improvements on these three tasks are more significant than those on the ImageNet itself. In particular, CFN-11 yields about 6% accuracy gains on the Flower dataset for fine-grained recognition. On other datasets, about 2% accuracy gains are obtained as well (Note that the UKB uses the N-S score which is different from precision accuracy). We believe that fine-tuning the models on the target datasets will further improve the results.
Semantic segmentation
We conduct the semantic segmentation experiment on the PASCAL VOC 2012 segmentation dataset [14] that consists of 20 foreground object classes and a background class. The original dataset contains 1464 training images, 1449 validation images, and 1456 test images. When evaluating the val set, we use a merged training dataset with the original training images and the augmented training images as in [19] . Since there are validation Fig. 15 Image examples from six datasets about scene recognition, fine-grained recognition and image retrieval. We can see their significant differences with respect to the image content For fair comparison, we used the same parameters to train both the baseline FCN-8s [42] and our proposed FCFN, including a fixed learning rate of 10 −4 , a weight decay of 0.0001, a momentum of 0.9, and a mini-batch size of 1. The training stage will be terminated after 100K iterations. It is worth mentioning that, we fine-tune FCN-8s directly from the VGG-16 model, without pre-training FCN-32s and FCN-16s. FCFN undergoes the same training procedure. The segmentation performance is measured in terms of pixel intersection-overunion (IoU).
Results Table 7 reports the mean IoU accuracy and the detailed results of 20 object classes.
The proposed FCFN achieves 1.6% gains on the mean IoU performance compared to the 16 Comparison of a semantic segmentation example between the baseline FCN-8s and the proposed FCFN baseline FCN-8s. In addition, more object classes obtain superior results based on FCFN, rather than FCN-8s. Figure 16 shows a visual example to highlight the segmentation details between the two models. We clarify that FCFN is a fundamental architecture that can be integrated with other sophisticated techniques such as CRF [8] and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [67] , in order to further recover the segmentation details.
Edge detection
We evaluate the edge detection performance on the BSDS500 dataset [2] that consists of 200 training, 100 validation, and 200 testing images. One image is manually annotated by five human annotators on average. The validation set is used to fine-tune the hyperparameters, similar to HED [62] . For example, we use a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0002. Also, the initialization of theside-output filters is set to 0, and the initialization of the LC fusion filter is set to 0.2 due to fusing five side branches in total. The training images are resized to 400 × 400 and the batch size is 8. The learning rate is initialized with 1e-6, and the training is terminated after 25 epoches. The performance measurements for edge detection include fixed contour threshold (ODS), per-image best threshold (OIS) and average precision (AP).
Results Table 8 provides a comparison of edge detection results on the BSDS dataset.
First, we can see that deep learning approaches (in the lower group) largely push the stateof-the-art performance compared to the hand-crafted edge detection approaches (in the upper group). In addition, the proposed FCFN outperforms the baseline HED with considerable improvements. This shows the advantage of learning adaptive weights in the locally-connected fusion module. Moreover, we illustrate the precision/recall curves of 
Fig. 17
Precision and recall curves on the BSDS500 dataset. These methods are ranked according to their best F-score (ODS). FCFN achieves superior result as compared with other approaches these approaches in Fig. 17 . Figure 18 shows an edge detection example and compares the visual details between FCFN and HED.
Future work
Recall that the proposed CFN (and FCFN) model is a general extension of a plain CNN, and can be applied to a variety of visual recognition tasks. Therefore, it is potentially possible to promote CFN by introducing more techniques in future work. In the following, we provide two promising directions.
(1) While computing adaptive weights in the LC fusion module, we use a 1 × 1 kernel filter to independently consider each spatial location in the feature maps. A potential attempt is to utilize larger kernel sizes such as 1 × 2 and 1 × 3, which can incorporate the contextual information in the feature maps. 2) The adaptive weights are learned with the training images and will be directly applied to the test images for inference. It may be beneficial to learn input-specific weights to decrease the variance between images. Jaderberg et al. [25] proposed a new learnable module, called the Spatial Transformer, that can perform explicit spatial transformations of features within CNNs. Similarly, Brabandere et al. [12] proposed a Dynamic Filter Network (DFN), where filters are dynamically generated conditioned on an input image. Driven by these works, CFN can also learn dynamical filters conditioned on an input image.
Conclusions
This work presents a deep fusion architecture (CFN) built on top of plain CNNs. It allows to aggregate intermediate layers with adaptive weights, and generates a discriminative feature representation. We conducted comprehensive experiments to evaluate its effectiveness for both image-level and pixel-level classification tasks. To summarize, several remarks and insights can be obtained based on the performance from the experiments:
(1) On the CIFAR and ImageNet datasets, the CFN models achieved considerable improvements while adding few parameters, even though these models are not very deep. CFN is a simple yet efficient architecture that has potential to be adapted to both deep (e.g. 10 layers) and much deeper (e.g. 100 layers). In future work, we will build CFN on top of other deeper networks. (2) CFN shows promising results when it is transferred to three different tasks, since CFN inherits the generalization capabilities from CNN. Additionally, CFN yields remarkable gains over CNN in the Flower dataset for fine-grained recognition. We find that it is quite important and necessary to make use of intermediate features to describe fine-grained attributes of objects. (3) Although the FCFN models need to learn more adaptive weights in the fusion module, there are significant benefits due to the improvements for semantic segmentation and contour detection. In addition, a great many details related to objects (e.g. boundary) can be obtained from the intermediate layers instead of the top layers. (4) Although we have evaluated CFN for several classification tasks, it is promising to apply CFN to other visual applications such as object detection and visual tracking. 
